AKC SCENT WORK
Judge's Education Seminar

THIS ONE-DAY SEMINAR SATISFIES THE SEMINAR OPTION FOR NEW JUDGE CANDIDATES AND COUNTS AS A CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR CURRENT JUDGES.

July 25, 2020
8AM - 5PM

Hosted by: Field of Dreams Kennel
541-367-8297
29180 Santiam Hwy, Sweet Home
Oregon, 97386

Curriculum: The seminar will be split between classroom instruction and hands-on activities. Attendees do not bring dogs to the seminar.

Hands on Learning:
Attendees will break into groups to design searches. Dog-handler teams will run the searches blind, with the participants acting as the judge. After the search, the instructor will discuss the search design, hide placement, and judging performance with the group.

Topics:
- Scent Theory
- General expectations of judges
- General hide placement considerations
- Searches by class level - hide placement, test challenges, judging the search

$75 working spots, limited number available!
$25 auditing spots